
Door Chime
Submitted sometime in 1986 and published in Everyday Electronics June 1987

ElectroValue was a very good supplier that marketed an interesting and unusual range of parts.
Usually pricey but good quality. Flicking through their catalogue at the time, a particular chip caught
my eye: it was the SAB0600 series made by Siemens. The 8-pin dip produced a harmonious (by its
standards) ding-dong chime with minimal component count. I chose the SAB0600 for a triple gong
but single and double gongs were available, and so I set about designing a doorbell.

It was easy to build on a bit of veroboard and I
used a large plastic Verobox in beige and
brown (very 1970’s) as a housing, easily the
priciest part in the whole design but I wanted
it to look decent.

For a loudspeaker grill I doodled various
patterns of holes which were easily drilled,
taking lots of care to be as accurate as I could
be. I used a countersinking tool to gently
remove their sharp edges.  The speaker itself
was just stuck onto the base.  The doorbell

pushbutton came from Maplin and had a luminous button. I finished off with some musical notes
Letraset and the job was done.

Spikes from nearby mains equipment might trigger it due to the long doorbell wires acting as a
pickup, so I warned about that. I was a bit bothered that stocks of the 8-pin dip might dry up as time
went by, so I’d for a quick turnaround on publication. Although it took well over a year to appear in
print, fortunately stocks of the SAB0600 were still around.

The 27-year old prototype was rescued from my store and after a clean-up it worked first time, as
you’d expect. Not the loudest doorchime but it was another little project notched up. I noticed one
on Youtube that somebody had built, which sounds identical (obviously).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jME3aHkw0Lg

You can download the original constructional article as a PDF from www.alanwinstanley.com.
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